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Benton County Snowmobile Club 

Greetings and salutations fellow snowmobiling enthusiasts! 


Well,  here we are in Winter and yet no snow.   Someone should resurrect that elderly lady from the old 
Wendy’s commercials that used to shout “Where’s the beef!?”  and get her to yell “Where’s the snow!?”  
Maybe a little taunting is in order…..”Hey Mother Nature you old she goat!   I dare you to make it snow 3 feet,  I 
bet ya can’t do it!”  Hey,  I’ll try anything at this point.  Trails are open now, and signage is good.  With limited 
amounts of snow,  be wary of riding in ditches where what little we have has accumulated.  It doesn’t take 
much to wreck someone’s yard with wear bars and studs.   Your best bet is to trailer them to somewhere 
where there is snow until Mother Nature takes revenge on my taunting.   We had to cancel another meeting 
(December) due to “that which we do not speak of.”  I’m so tired of dealing with it,  I can’t even say the word 
anymore.  It doesn’t look promising for the January meeting either.  So,  where’s the bright spot?  As far as I 
know,  we’ve still got the original location of the Winter Rendezvous planned as a club trip.  The event was 
canceled there due to not enough seating room and still be socially distant.  MNUSA has their meeting 
planned,  but the Winter Rendezvous has been officially canceled.  We’re on our                          own this year.  
But,  the Superior Shores in Two Harbors gig is still on as a club trip.  We will get                                                                 
plenty of riding in,  just not sure how lunch and supper are going to work out.                                                                            
Hopefully the restrictions will have been lifted by then.  Please try to keep our                                                                          
Minnesota dollars in Minnesota!  If it snows,  and you want to ride with a club                                                                           
member,  give as much of a heads up as possible,  and send out an email.  Thanks! 
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Al’s Corner: 

                                   Send your young people to the groomer shed on Wednesday nights.  We have 
some highly mechanically inclined people there,  who could use the support and pass their 
knowledge down to the next generation.  My skill set is fairly decent.  When I joined the club,  I 
thought that I would know more than most people.  Turns out,  I’m probably near the bottom,  as 
these folks just build equipment from scratch that they need!  But,  being mechanically inclined 
has saved me many thousands of dollars,  and I would not be anywhere at all without those 
skills.  Here’s a good case in point:  I needed a vacuum cleaner.  I found a $2500 vacuum cleaner 
on E-bay,  but the owner said it wasn’t working great.  But I knew as long as the motor was 
turning,  everything else wrong with it would be gravy to fix.  I had a 3 way bidding war and 
luckily I won.  I paid $160 for a $2500 vacuum cleaner.  Found out that the roller bearings were 
rusted.  Cleaned the bearings and lubed them.  The power head was put together wrong.  Fixed 
that.  Found it had a bad belt,  replaced the belt for another $4.  Now,  it worked perfectly!  I have 
learned to fix anything that’s broken as far as what’s in a home.  A working knowledge of 
plumbing,  HVAC,  electricity and appliances has saved me untold thousands.  Anyone coming 
out to fix something in a home is already in the $100 an hour range,  electricians are more than 
that.  Our young people would do well not just knowing how to play on their phones,  but a 
mechanically oriented brain is a very good asset to have in life.  You may start out in the shop 
fetching and cleaning tools,  but you’ll eventually learn a ton with the talent we have.  Someone 
taught them too;  they didn’t come out of the womb with an open ended wrench in their hands 
ready to take stuff apart,  they were taught,  I was taught,  and you can be taught too.  Our sport 
needs you and your latent talents,  give it a whirl,  you’ll be glad you did. 

Thanks for reading folks! 
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